FANTASY OR FACT...DREAM-WORLD
OR REALITY? Dare you enter the
nightmare zone of the incredible?

"Faces of long-buried beauties...
Unimaginable horror...
Feelings beyond the limits of any human experience..."

- De Quincey

THOMAS DE QUINCEY'S CLASSIC

Confessions
OF AN
Opium Eater

STARRING
VINCENT PRICE
LINDA HO - RICHARD LOO
with JUNE KIM - PHILIP AHN

Produced and Directed by ALBERT ZUGSMITH • Written by ROBERT HILL • An ALBERT ZUGSMITH Production • AN ALLIED ARTISTS PICTURE
GORGEOUS CHINESE GIRL DEBUTS IN ‘OPIUM EATER’

Linda Ho, one of the most beautiful Oriental girls ever to reach Hollywood, makes her film debut in the long awaited Thadeus Quiney’s classic, “Confessions of an Opium Eater,” now at the......

The tale of a beautiful a young girl named Linda Ho, who is drawn into the world of opium and the dangerous world that surrounds it.

20 STUNTMEN IN THRILLER

Twenty stuntmen were used during the filming of Thadeus Quiney’s classic, “Confessions of an Opium Eater,” new Allied Artists thriller, in the making. These men and women, who often defy death in their film production work, included Paul Blader, who directed them in the stunt plane scene.

STARS’ ART COLLECTION ONE OF NATION’S BEST

Acquired over more than 20 years and in many parts of the world, this Art Collection is more than 500 paintings and other objects d’art comprise what is considered to be the nation’s finest collection.

The story of how one of America’s top art collectors, now on display at the€™s Art Collection, an Art Collector who has been collecting for over 20 years.

THE CAST

De Quiney  VINCENT PRICE
Linda Ho  LINDA HO
George Wh  RICHARD LOO
Ching Foo  JUNE KIM
Ching Foo  PHILIP ANN
Lynn Chen  YVONNE MOREY
Lo Ten  CAROLINE EIDO

THE STORY

At the turn of the century, a Chinese junk smuggles slave girls into San Francisco, where they are sold at auction. The crew of the junk are caught and brought to trial. The story is set in San Francisco’s Chinatown, where the slave girls are eventually freed and find happiness.

MISS HO IS VITALIZED IN THREE SPORTS: swimming, sailing and Irene Buoyant. She is an excellent shot and never fails to bag the limit when she hunts on a friend’s ranch near Presidio, 200 miles from Hollywood.
Star Former Auto Mechanic
Richard Lee, a former auto mechanic, has been playing the role of Thomas De Quincey's classic, "Confessions of An Opium Eater," now at the Playhouse Theatre. The Albert Zugsmith production deals with the auction of beautiful Oriental girls in early-day San Francisco. Price stars with Linda Ho and Richard Lee.

Koreans Frown Upon Actresses
Actresses are looked down upon in some Korean circles, according to Beulah-born June Kim, beautiful young actress featured in Thomas De Quincey's classic, "Confessions of An Opium Eater," now at the Playhouse Theatre. June Kim says, "I am because, for the past few years, actresses are not able to see the well-educated class."

Stuntmen
One of the largest crowds of stuntmen ever assembled for a motion picture scene is seen in the Thomas De Quincey's classic, "Confessions of An Opium Eater," currently at the Playhouse. Six women and 14 men under the supervision of Albert Zugsmith performed the harrowing stunts for the high-adventure film. Starring in the Allied Artists release for producer-director Albert Zugsmith are Vincent Price, Linda Ho and Richard Lee.

Chinese Star Expert Shot
Linda Ho, beautiful Chinese star recruited by Hollywood from New York stage, is one of filmland's most expert shots. Starring with Vincent Price and Richard Lee in Thomas De Quincey's classic, "Confessions of An Opium Eater," Miss Ho has done running as one of her favorite sports.

Official Billing
The following are the contractual obligations: Allied Artists Presents An Albert Zugsmith Production 10% Thomas De Quincey's classic 25% "Confessions of An Opium Eater" 100% starring Vincent Price 100% Linda Ho 25% Richard Lee 25% June Kim 25% Philip Ahn 25% produced and directed by Albert Zugsmith 15% written by Robert Hill 15%
Again last night I saw them as they came at me through a veil of smoke... grotesque death-heads... masks like bleached skulls... then bare-fanged beasts with a strange kill-hunger in their eyes. Suddenly it all faded into an exotic kind of nightmare as a huge cage of beautiful women swung before my eyes. Writhing, fantastic creatures screamed to escape... then beckoned me to enter their bamboo-barred world! Did this happen... or is it the mind-madness I have learned to fear with such a strange fascination?... Real... or fancied these are the Confessions of an Opium Eater.
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FANTASY OR FACT?
DREAM-WORLD OR REALITY?
DARE YOU ENTER THE NIGHTMARE-ZONE OF THE INCREDIBLE?

"The causes of my horror lie deep..." - DE QUINCEY
"FACES OF LONG-BURIED BEAUTIES... UNIMAGINABLE HORROR... FEELINGS BEYOND THE LIMITS OF ANY HUMAN EXPERIENCE..."

- De Quincey
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LINDA HO - RICHARD LOO with JUNE KIM - PHILIP AHN

Produced and Directed by ALBERT ZUGSMITH - Written by ROBERT HILL
An ALBERT ZUGSMITH Production - AN ALLIED ARTISTS PICTURE

Mat No. 204
2 cols. x 4½"  [126 Lines]
COMPLETE CAMPAIGN MAT

ALL THE AD AND SCENE CUTS BELOW AVAILABLE ON ONE MAT!
ORDER "CONFESSIONS OF AN OPIUM EATER" SPECIAL MAT NO. 1 FROM NATIONAL SCREEN

NOTE: Any of these Mats May Be Ordered Singly at the Regular Price. Order by Number Under the Cut.

CONFESSIONS OF AN OPIUM EATER
No. 23

FINASTE OR FACT?
DREAM-WORLD OR REALITY?
DARE YOU ENTER THE
NIGHTMARE ZONE
OF THE INCREDIBLE?

Produced and Directed by ALBERT ZUSOCHITZ - Written by ROBERT LEE
in ALBERT ZUSOCHITZ Production - AN ALLIED ARTISTS PICTURE

ENTER THE NIGHTMARE ZONE OF THE INCREDIBLE!
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Spearhead Campaign With Television and Radio Aids!

For top coverage in your campaign over the airways, utilize the available radio transcriptions, television trailers and TV slides. The radio spots and trailers are free on request while the cost of the slides is nominal.

RADIO SPOTS

Radio listening, according to recent surveys is at an all-time high. This is due in great measure to the wide popularity of transistor sets in use indoors and out. The recording contains a variety of announcements including one minute, half minute and 10-second spots with the two longer spots having 10-second open ends for local tie-in copy.

TELEVISION TRAILERS

Thrift and excitement galore, abound in the dramatic highlights of the specially prepared television trailers. Filmed in 16 mm., the trailers give the viewers a brief hint of the dramatic action and adventure in store for them. When ordering please let us know the call letters and channel number of the station on which they will be used.

Order radio transcriptions and TV trailers from Allied Artists Exploitation Dept., 165 W. 46th Street, New York 36, N.Y., or 4376 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 27, Calif.

TELEVISION SLIDE

The specially prepared TV slide is particularly suitable for those 10-second station breaks. The slides are $4.00 each, postage paid, and includes all local tie-in copy imprinting. If you wish the local information on it please be sure to send your playdate and theatre name. The upper right hand corner of the slide is left open for local station ID if you want it. Order slides direct from CHATIS ART DISPLAYS, 4427 SUNSET BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF. Check or money order must accompany your order.

TEASE 'EM WITH TICKETS FOR GUIDED TOUR THROUGH CHINATOWN!

Sell the imaginary mystery associated with any Chinatown by distributing gimmick tickets for a guided tour through the secret underground rendezvous of those men and women who found enjoyment in a dream world. Print the tickets on yellow stock (2½" x 4") and give them city-wide distribution.

Guided Tour Through The Mysterious World Of Chinatown's Secret Dives and Bens!

SEE: The iniquitous opium dens!

The Tong hatchetmen in action!

SEE IT all in THOMAS De QUINCEY'S CLASSIC

"CONFESSIONS OF AN OPIUM EATER"

Starring VINCENT PRICE

[Town and playdate]

ALMOND-EYED USHERETTES

If you employ usherettes, have local beauty salon operator give them an exotic, oriental look by giving them long slanting eyebrows. If Chinese type, slit-dresses are available, rent them and have girls wear them before and during run. It will cause talk.

ACTION-PACKED NSS TRAILERS

The National Screen Service trailer will have a strong appeal to action fans. It contains just the right amount of dramatic fare to what the appetite of thrill-seekers and adventure tale lovers. Run it well in advance of playdate.

CHINESE FORTUNE COOKIES

Any owner or manager of a Chinese restaurant can tell you where you can purchase fortune cookies. The cookies are inexpensive and provide you with a novel way to sell "Confessions of an Opium Eater."

The baker will ask you to supply the printed "2½" fortune slips which they insert into the cookies. Two weeks before playdate offer every Chinese eating place and other restaurants a quantity of the cookies to give to their patrons. They should be happy to get them at no cost. You could also distribute them around town. On the right are three boxes with suggested copy.

THREE COLUMN PUZZLE MAT FEATURES THRILLING UNDERGROUND CHASE

The underground chase with tong hatchetmen after Vincent Price provides one of the big thrills in "Confessions of an Opium Eater." Create interest in the film by planting in your newspaper this three column underground maze in mat form. It can also be used as a herald. Order your free mat, COE-50, from Allied Artists' Exploitation Dept., Hollywood 27, Calif.
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